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mega extends Haskell with novel features for pratial funtionalprogramming: GADT's, extensible kinds, and type funtions. With bothextensible types and extensible kinds in plae, there is a tendeny forredundant datatype de�nitions; likewise for funtions that operate overthese strutures. Universe polymorphism is a way to abstrat over levels inthe typing hierarhy, unifying these redundant onstruts. In this paper,we use 
mega's novel features to enode simpli�ed models of 
mega as anobjet language, and then use these models to begin exploring the designspae for universe polymorphism in 
mega.1 IntrodutionTypes are used in programming to mahine-hek semanti properties of pro-grams; they are partial orretness proofs. Type heking is important beauseit eliminates ertain lasses of run-time errors, inreasing the overall reliabilityof software.Stati type systems ome in many di�erent forms. A more powerful typesystem aptures stronger properties of its programs and eliminates larger lassesof errors from them. Some systems, like C and C++, are weakly typed, allow-ing the user to subvert sound typing and ombine data in unde�ned ways |often leading to program rashes or, worse, unpreditable behavior. Most otherlanguages are safe: they detet errors, possibly at run-time, and prevent suhunde�ned behavior. The goal in designing modern type systems for pratiallanguages is to desribe riher sets of program properties, thereby eliminatinglarger lasses of run-time errors, bugs, and rashes.One way to inrease the desriptive power of an existing type system is to addtype-level programming, a feature that few pratial languages support. Type-level programming is simply the ability to desribe types as omputations, likevalues. Sine types an be viewed as propositions [7℄, omputing types allows1



the programmer to express more ompliated propositions about a program andapture stronger properties about its semantis.Type programming is not a new idea to theorists. Systems like Coquandand Huet's Calulus of Construtions [4℄ (CC), some of the systems lassi�edby the lambda ube [1℄, and extensions of CC [8, 5℄ feature a typed lambdaalulus where abstrations are allowed over arbitrary terms. In these systems,omputing types is as natural and useful as omputing values.However, all of these systems inlude a more dramati feature: dependenttypes. Dependent types, or strong produts, generalize arrow types and universalquanti�ation suh that the output type of the produt is a funtion of the inputvalue | dependent types ompute types from values [10℄. This violates basiassumptions that many programmers make about the separation of ompile-time and run-time information and, indeed, introdues diÆult problems fortype heking.These basi assumptions an be summarized as, \run-time entities annota�et ompile-time entities". Cardelli alls this idea the phase distintion [2℄.Restrited forms of dependent types exist that respet the phase distintion| they an't ommuniate information from run-time to ompile time. Forexample, simply prohibiting dependent produts where the input is a value andthe output is a non-value respets the separation: every run-time entity is avalue, so no run-time information an travel bakward in time.We are interested in pratial programming systems with powerful and ex-pressive typing. As suh, we are interested in systems that respet the phasedistintion and avoid the impratial onsequenes of full dependent typing.However, we reognize the power of dependent types and believe that suess-fully inorporating them with pragmati programming tehniques would dra-matially inrease the power of modern languages and the quality of software.
mega, derived from Haskell, is a pure funtional language with similargoals [12℄. Omega supports type-level data strutures and a limited form of typeprogramming, but provides no way to unify ommonalities between value-leveland type-level programs. This violates a ommon ditum of software engineer-ing: avoid ode dupliation.In this paper, we explore the design of an extension to 
mega alled universepolymorphism (proposed for 
mega in [14℄ and originally formulated in [6℄) thatwould enable ode reuse between value- and type-level programs. To do so, weuse 
mega as a meta-language to model a simpli�ed sub-language of itself, andthen evaluate di�erent ways of inorporating universe polymorphism into theexisting language design and implementation.2 
megaT. Sheard's 
mega [12, 14, 11℄ is an experimental derivative of Haskell thatadds novel funtional programming features like GADT's, extensible kinds andtype funtions, and omits some ompliating features like type lasses. Thesenew features support type-level programming and even some forms of dependent2



typing.2.1 Generalized Algebrai DatatypesAlgebrai datatypes (ADT's) are ubiquitous in funtional programming. Re-ently, the ommunity has seen the advent of Generalized Algebrai Datatypes(GADT's) whih generalize various extensions to algebrai datatypes: re�ne-ment types, guarded reursive datatypes, type families, phantom types, andequality quali�ed types [13℄.For example, onsider the list datatype:data List a = Nil j Cons a (List a)The range type of eah onstrutor is fully polymorphi in the type variable a:Nil :: 8a: List aCons :: 8a: a ! List a ! List aAs a seond example, onsider enoding a simple term language using an ADT:data Term = Const Int j Fun (Int ! Int) j Apply Term Terma = Const 3 :: Termf = Fun fat :: TermApply f a :: TermThe objet types of the terms aren't represented in the meta-types onstrutors,so this information is unavailable during ompilation of the meta-program. Thisan be improved by representing the objet types as a parameter to the typeTerm.a = Const 3 :: Term Intf = Fun fat :: Term (Int ! Int)Apply f a :: Term IntGADT's enable this by giving expliit types to eah onstrutor: the rangeof Const an be spei�ed as Term Int , the range of Fun an be spei�ed asTerm (Int ! Int), et. In fat, if the type of Const is generalized from Int !Term Int to a ! Term a, then Fun beomes redundant and an be omitted.data Term :: ? ? whereConst :: a ! Term aApply :: Term (a ! b) ! Term a ! Term bDe�ning a GADT also requires assigning an expliit kind to the type; kindslassify types just as types lassify values. The type onstrutor Term is givenkind ? ?, typing | or kinding | Term as a one-argument type onstrutor.Kinds are disussed more below. 3



Diretly enoding the objet types into the meta types is advantageous be-ause the meta-level type system heks that the objet terms are well-typed!Apply illustrates this: Apply x y is a well-typed meta-term only if the objettype of x is a ! b and the objet type of y is a.GADT's allow for type speialization in the range of onstrutors and thusbetter type re�nement. Another form of type re�nement is the use of typeindexes, desribed below. GADT's will play a large role throughout this paper;we will use 
mega as a meta-language to study various objet languages, all ofwhih will be enoded as GADT's.2.2 Extensible KindsDatatype de�nitions introdue new values that an be used in run-time om-putations and new types to lassify those values. As a logial step towardsprogrammable types, 
mega introdues extensible kinds | datatype de�nitionsthat introdue new types lassi�ed by new kinds. The key is that the introduedtypes play the role of data for type-level omputation.For example, onsider an enoding of natural numbers at the value level:data Nat = Z j S Nat
mega's extensible kinds allow a slight syntati hange to de�ne natural num-bers at the type level instead:kind Nat = Z j S NatThese two de�nitions are idential exept for the keywords data and kind.The onstrutors di�er only in that they are lassi�ed at di�erent levels in thehierarhy | one set with values, the other with types.In this way, the set of type-level terms an be extended to enrihing the boththe typing hierarhy and the data available for type programming.2.3 Type FuntionsWith GADT's and extensible kinds, 
mega o�ers elaborate type-level onstru-tions; to support type-level omputation, it extends this feature set with typefuntions.Continuing the previous example, addition over type-level natural numbersan be de�ned as follows:plus ::Nat  Nat  Natfplus Z m g = mfplus (S n) m g = S fplus n m gThis de�nition is analogous to a similar funtion on values. Notie that 
megarequires urly braes around type funtion appliation and de�nition | simplya syntati design hoie. 4



plus ::Nat ! Nat ! Natplus Z m = mplus (S n) m = S (plus n m)Type funtions an be used to ompute types for values. For example,Consider a statially-sized list type, where the type of any list value enodes itslength:data List :: ? Nat  ? whereNil :: List a ZCons :: a ! List a n ! List a (S n)The Cons onstrutor is easily de�ned without type funtions | it simply usesthe type onstrutor S . But typing the append operation requires type-levelarithmeti, and thus the type funtion plus :append :: List a n ! List a m ! List a fplus n m gappend Nil ys = ysappend (Cons x xs) ys = Cons x (append xs ys)The type of append says that the length of its output list is the sum of thelengths of its input lists.A �nal note: to keep type heking tratable | and thus usable | 
megaheks that a type funtion expresses a onuent and terminating set of rewriterules [11℄.2.4 Singleton TypesExtensible kinds allow the programmer to de�ne datatypes at the level of typesand kinds, e�etively introduing type-level data. But this data is a world apartfrom the main ow of value-driven omputation in a program: it an't be storedin (value-level) strutures or passed to (value-level) funtions. Singleton typesserve to bridge the gap between value- and type-level data.Types introdued by a new kind de�nition don't lassify anything, but wit-ness values an be reated suh that there is a one-to-one orrespondene be-tween the witnesses and the type data. To reate this orrespondene, a set ofsingleton types are reated from a GADT indexed by the new kind.For example, reall the type-level natural numbers:kind Nat = Z j S NatNow onsider a similar onstrution at the value level:data Nat 0 ::Nat  ? whereZ 0 :: Nat 0 ZS 0 :: Nat 0 n ! Nat 0 (S n)Eah value-level onstrutor is indexed by a orresponding type from kind Nat .Sine Z 0 is the only value in type Nat 0 Z , S 0 Z 0 is the only value in type5



Nat 0 (S Z ), and so on, then any type Nat 0 n is indeed a singleton type | it hasa unique inhabitant. This establishes the one-to-one orrespondene betweenthe values Z 0, S 0 Z 0, et. and the types Z , S Z , et. The type Nat 0 is alledthe reetion of the kind Nat sine it e�etively reets the type-level dataintrodued by Nat down into the value level.Value data in Nat 0 an be used to represent type data in Nat . For example,onsider a funtion that reates a statially-sized list of a given length, simplyrepeating a given element throughout the list:nOf :: Nat 0 n ! a ! List a nnOf Z a = NilnOf (S n) a = Cons a (nOf n a)To use this funtion, the programmer supplies a witness value, say S 0 Z 0, andthen its type, Nat 0 (S Z ), tells the type heker exatly whih value is given.This is possible only beause the witness is the sole inhabitant of its singletontype.In essene, singleton types simulate ertain kinds of dependent types. Inother systems, nOf might be given a dependent type: nOf :: 8(a :: ?): �(n ::Nat): a ! List a n. The dependent produt exposes the value of the Natinput, n, making it visible to the type being omputed. In general, this visibilityviolates the phase distintion: values are run-time entities, whereas types areompile-time entities. But in ases like nOf , that n is a run-time entity isinidental; it ould just as well be ompile-time data | a type, kind or higher.Thus, in the 
mega version of nOf above, the kind Nat lifts the value n tothe type level | making it ompile-time data | and singleton types enable theprogrammer to speify a partiular type, say Z , indiretly via its witness value,Z 0. In fat, the dual value/type representation enabled by type indexes and sin-gleton types is so useful that 
mega inludes an in�nite set of built-in singletontypes and witnesses | tags and labels | onstruted from arbitrary 
megaidenti�ers.The kind Tag lassi�es the in�nite set of types named by a baktik (`)followed by a valid identi�er. Thus, `foo :: Tag , `Nat 0 :: Tag and `Tag :: Tag .The reetion of Tag :: ?1 is Label ::Tag  ?0. Like tags, labels are onstrutedwith baktiks and identi�ers; ontext determines whether suh syntax denotesa label (value) or a tag (type). So `foo :: (Label `foo) :: Tag . Tag and Label arerelated in the same way as Nat and Nat 0, exept the name Label is used insteadof Tag 0.2.5 In�nite Universe HierarhyExtensible kinds reate a riher lassi�ation hierarhy than is found in mostfuntional languages. As a result, 
mega inludes an in�nite hierarhy of kinds(only the bottom few levels are atually neessary).6
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Figure 1: Universe HierarhyIn Haskell, kinds are used to lassify data onstrutors and an't be intro-dued by the programmer. Classifying data onstrutors is ahieved with asimple set of kinds:� ::= ? j � �The kind ?, pronouned \star", or \type", lassi�es types that in turn lassifyvalues. All other kinds | those ontaining  | lassify type onstrutors,whih in turn lassify nothing. For example, List is a type onstrutor: List Natlassi�es lists of numbers, but List itself lassi�es nothing.
mega inherits these basi kinds and also allows datakind de�nitions tointrodue new kinds and kind onstrutors. This requires more lassi�ation.One extra level above kinds suÆes, but 
mega goes further and establishes anin�nite number of levels, eah lassifying the next. ? is aliased as ?0, whih isthen lassi�ed by ?1, lassi�ed by ?2, and so on. Figure 1 illustrates a few termsin the hierarhy and the lassi�ation relations between them.Just as List has type ?0 ! ?0, a unary kind onstrutor for row types,Row , would have type ?1 ! ?1. (For simpliity, we say \type" to desribethe lassi�ation relationship between any terms in the hierarhy, regardlessof level.) Notie that all terms in 
mega are lassi�ed somewhere under ?2;allowing higher-level type de�nitions (above kinds) would hange this.2.6 Future: Universe Polymorphism
mega extends the reah of omputation a step up in the lassi�ation hier-arhy | from values to types | but stops short of two interesting extensions:7



extending omputation further upward to kinds and beyond, and supportingode reuse at multiple levels in the hierarhy. We all the latter universe poly-morphism (after [6℄). It entails the former: supporting the reuse of datatypesand funtions throughout the hierarhy requires supporting omputation any-where in the hierarhy.As a �rst step towards universe polymorphism, this paper pursues a designfor universe-polymorphi, or universal, datatype de�nitions | that is, typede�nitions that an be instantiated anywhere in the universe hierarhy. Thekey to suh de�nitions is a way to replae the numerial indexes in the staronstants ?0, ?1, et. with some kind of level variable. Then a level-varyingstar term ?n ould be used to type universal datatypes. For example, onsiderde�ning a universal natural number datatype:data Nat :: ?n whereZ ::NatS ::Nat ! NatSine this introdues a \type" Nat lassi�ed by ?n, and ?n an take on any of thevalues ?0, ?1, et., then Nat an be instantiated in any universe below anotherontaining a star term | anywhere at or above the type level. Consequently,the numbers Z , S Z , et. an be instantiated at any level.\Instantiating" a universal term simply involves using it in a non-universalontext. If List ::?0 ?0, then List Nat ::?0, instantiatingNat at the type level.A value of this type, [Z ;S Z ℄, instantiates Z and S at the value level. If insteadwe use statially-sized lists List ::?0 Nat  ?0, then Nat is instantiated at thekind level, and a type like List a (S Z ) instantiates Z and S at the type level.Clearly, the universal natural number datatype subsumes the pair of value- andtype-level natural number datatypes from before.To ex the idea a little more, onsider a statially-sized list of numbers:[Z ;S Z ℄ :: List Nat (S (S Z )). Here, Nat is instantiated at both the type andkind levels (the kind-level Nat is impliit as a type for S (S Z )), and Z and Sare instantiated at both the value and type levels. Further, if this list type is alsouniversal, List ::?n  Nat  ?n, then the applied type List Nat (S (S Z )) ::?nis still universal, only to be grounded by eventual use in a non-universal term.Similar ideas ould be explored for funtions, but we leave that as futurework. Adding the level-varying ?n term is a �rst step towards universal datatypede�nitions and is the fous of this paper.3 Modeling Universe PolymorphismTo think about and experiment with possible formations of universe polymor-phism for 
mega, we model a simple language using GADT's and extend it withuniverse polymorphism. In this way, 
mega is used as a meta-language, witha subset of itself as the objet language, to formulate key properties of its ownextension. We de�ne a GADT to represent terms in the objet language anduse type indexes to represent objet types for those terms, thereby enforing8



objet-level type orretness with the meta-level type heker. This tehniqueis originally presented by Sheard in [13℄.We exploit 
mega's type polymorphism to enode both objet-language typepolymorphism and level polymorphism. This way, we avoid building our ownmehanisms for things like uni�ation, substitution and fresh name generationwhih are neessary to implement polymorphi type heking.However, reusing mehanisms for abstrations and name binding to enodethe same in the objet language isn't as immediate, so we omit them fromthe model. This restrits the objet language to one of just onstrutors andonstrutor appliation. Sine values inhabiting polymorphi types are anotherform of abstration, they are also exluded from the onstrutor language. Al-though we an't enode polymorphi values, we an still enode their type on-strutors and will put them to good use. Interesting future researh would beto use higher-order abstrat syntax [9℄ (HOAS) to try to reuse abstrations andname binding mehanisms from 
mega to omplete the objet language.Even with these restritions, the objet language will help us think aboutand enable us to experiment with designs for universe polymorphism in 
mega.4 A Construtor LanguageWe start with a basi term language of onstrutors and onstrutor appliation.It is a standard model with an in�nite universe hierarhy, starting with values,types and kinds. The value onstrutors are lassi�ed by type onstrutors,whih are lassi�ed by the kinds ?0, ?0  ?0, et., whih are all lassi�ed by?1, lassi�ed by ?2, and so on.4.1 Language EnodingThe GADT Value represents value-level terms. The simpli�ed objet languagehas only onstrutors and appliation at the value level, eah indexed by typesin kind Type 0 that represent their objet types. A onstrutor, Con n t is builtfrom its name and type. The objet type is a witness of the singleton type t ,giving a Con term a representation of its type at both the value and type levelsin the meta-language. The k index to Type is explained below.data Value :: Type 0  ?0 whereApply :: Value (Arrow 0 a b) ! Value a ! Value bCon :: Label name ! Type t k ! Value tType indexes in the meta-language are the key to enforing well-formednessin objet-level terms. Here, the Apply meta-onstrutor ensures that term ap-pliation only ours between values lassi�ed by arrows (i.e. funtions) andvalues in the domain of the arrow. For example, if f ::Value (Arrow 0 A B) anda ::Value A, then Apply f a is well-typed in the meta-language but Apply a a isnot. This meta-level typing embodies the intended objet-level typing: it makes9



sense to apply the funtion su to the value one , but it doesn't make sense toapply the one to itself.The hek enfored by Apply orresponds to a well-known elimination typingrule for the lambda alulus:� ` f : A! B � ` x : A� ` f x : BCorrespondenes between onstrutor types and typing rules will be ommon;indeed our goal is to experiment with GADT objet-language enodings to guidethe design of typing rules for universe polymorphism. Notie that they makesense for onstrutors involving multiple terms, like Apply , sine these onstru-tors govern the omposition of terms in the objet language. However, there areno orresponding objet-language typing rules for onstrutors like Con thatompose an objet term only from meta-terms. These ompositions are alreadygoverned by their meta-level types.Type 0 is similar to Value but adds arrows. Though 
mega o�ers indexedtypes, it doesn't o�er indexed kinds, so Type 0 has a simpler struture than theValue GADT.kind Type 0= Arrow 0 Type 0 Type 0j TApply 0 Type 0 Type 0j TCon 0 Tag Kind 0Rihness lost in the kind Type 0 is regained in its downward reetion, Type .Type is a standard reetion of the kind Type 0: eah term in Type is indexedby term in Type 0. But sine Type is a GADT, it is also able to enfore well-formedness onstraints, so eah term is indexed by a Kind 0, as well | just asValue used Type 0. Arrows ensure their domain and range have the same kind.Appliations and onstrutors are like those in Value.data Type :: Type 0  Kind 0  ?0 whereArrow :: Type a (Star 0 n)! Type b (Star 0 n)! Type (Arrow 0 a b) (Star 0 n)TApply :: Type a (KArrow 0 k l)! Type b k ! Type (TApply 0 a b) lTCon :: Label name ! Kind k l ! Type (TCon 0 name k) kAgain, onstraints in the onstrutors orrespond to typing rules for the objetterms. The restrition on arrows mentioned above implies this formation ruleshema | every hoie of i generates a separate rule:� ` A : ?i � ` B : ?i i 2 N� ` A! B : ?iThe elimination rule for type appliation is like the one for values, exept thatit pertains to types and kinds instead of values and types:10



� ` F : �! �0 � ` A : �� ` F A : �0Kind 0 enodes the rest of the universe hierarhy. It onsists only of starsand arrows.kind Kind 0= Star 0 Natj KArrow 0 Kind 0 Kind 0Its reetion, Kind , is indexed by Kind 0 twie | the �rst to witness singletontypes, and the seond to enode typing. Thus Kind enodes kind-level termsand all terms above the kind level. As in 
mega, a star is typed by another starfrom the level above. Arrows between kinds are only valid when the two kindsare at the same level.data Kind ::Kind 0  Kind 0  ?0 whereStar :: Nat 0 n ! Kind (Star 0 n) (Star 0 (S n))KArrow ::Kind a (Star 0 n) ! Kind b (Star 0 n)! Kind (KArrow 0 a b) (Star 0 n)The type assigned to Star n implies a simple rule shema:i 2 N` ?i : ?i+1Constraints on kind arrows are similar to those on type arrows and orrespondto a similar rule: � ` � : ?i � ` �0 : ?i� ` � �0 : ?iTogether, Value, Type t k and Kind k l form an objet language in whihonstrutors an be applied to other onstrutors. This doesn't sound veryexiting: the bene�t is that the meta-level type system does all the hard workof objet-level typing by heking the onstraints enoded in onstrutors! Thisallows the user to test the well-formedness of objet terms simply by enteringthem into the 
mega interpreter. When the type of an objet term surprisesthe user, she an simply re�ne the GADT enodings.4.2 Example TermsAs examples, here are algebrai data types for natural numbers and booleansin the new objet language:nat = TCon `Nat (Star #0)zero = Con `Zero nat 11



su = Con `Su (nat `Arrow ` nat)bool = TCon `Bool (Star #0)true = Con `True boolfalse = Con `False boolThe meta-language allows these objet terms:truezeroApply su zeroApply su (Apply su zero)But it rejets these:Apply su trueApply su suApply false zeroRepresenting parameterized types is also possible, but enoding their poly-morphi value onstrutors isn't sine it requires representations for bindingonstruts | an objet-language feature intentionally omitted. For example,here is the list type (without nil and ons):list = TCon `List (Star #0 `KArrow ` Star #0)The interpreter aepts these terms:TApply list natTApply list (TApply list nat)But it rejets these:TApply bool natTApply list list4.3 Type AssignmentSo far, the values, types and kinds in the objet language are only loosely relatedby the objet-level typing rules enoded in the types of the meta-onstrutors.We an diretly relate values to types and types to kinds by assigning a type(or kind) to eah value (or type).Computing the type assignments is mostly straightforward but requires alittle mahinery. It requires three funtions | one eah for values, types andkinds:typeOfV :: Value t ! Type t ktypeOfT :: Type t k ! Kind k ltypeOfK ::Kind k l ! Kind l m12



As written, these three funtions are uninhabited: the output type indexesk , l and m are universally quanti�ed, but no onstrutor in Type or Kindis polymorphi in these type variables | by design, they eah impose someonstraint to enode a typing rule. Coneptually, eah of these type indexesis determined by the input type: eah is the objet type of the orrespondingindex from the input type. To express this relation, we use two type funtions,typeOfT 0 and typeOfK 0, whih are de�ned below.typeOfV :: Value t ! Type t ftypeOfT 0 t gtypeOfT :: Type t k ! Kind k ftypeOfK 0 k gtypeOfK ::Kind k l ! Kind l ftypeOfK 0 l gGiven these typings, de�ning the value funtions is straightforward:typeOfV :: Value t ! Type t ftypeOfT 0 t gtypeOfV (Apply f a) = ase typeOfV f of Arrow t u ! utypeOfV (Con name t) = ttypeOfT :: Type t k ! Kind k ftypeOfK 0 k gtypeOfT (Arrow a b) = typeOfT btypeOfT (TApply f a) = ase typeOfT f of KArrow t u ! utypeOfT (TCon name k) = ktypeOfK ::Kind k l ! Kind l ftypeOfK 0 l gtypeOfK (Star n) = Star (S n)typeOfK (KArrow a b) = typeOfK bDe�ning the type funtions is almost as simple, exept that 
mega doesn'tallow ase expressions or onditionals in type-level omputation [11℄. This pre-vents de�ning the TApply 0 ase of typeOfT 0. Although learly a drawbak of
mega's support for type programming, this restrition is unimportant heresine the TApply 0 ase never ours: typeOfT 0 is only invoked on the typeindexes of Value terms and, beause the term enoding an't represent poly-morphi terms, no Value terms are typed by appliations.typeOfT 0 :: Type 0  Kind 0ftypeOfT 0 (Arrow 0 a b)g = ftypeOfT 0 bgftypeOfT 0 (TCon 0 name k)g = k-- ftypeOfT 0 (TApply 0 f a)g = ase typeOfT 0 f of Arrow 0 t u ! utypeOfK 0 ::Kind 0  Kind 0ftypeOfK 0 (Star 0 n)g = Star 0 (S n)ftypeOfK 0 (KArrow 0 k l)g = ftypeOfK 0 l gHere are some examples of omputing typings using typeOfV , typeOfT andtypeOfK :prompt> zero(Con `Zero (TCon `Nat (Star #0))) : Value (TCon' `Nat (Star' #0))prompt> typeOfV zero 13



(TCon `Nat (Star #0)) : Type (TCon' `Nat (Star' #0)) (Star' #0)prompt> nat(TCon `Nat (Star #0)) : Type (TCon' `Nat (Star' #0)) (Star' #0)prompt> typeOfT (typeOfV zero)(Star #0) : Kind (Star' #0) (Star' #1)prompt> typeOfK (typeOfT (typeOfV zero))(Star #1) : Kind (Star' #1) (Star' #2)This setion modeled a well-typed, semi-polymorphi onstrutor language,built without writing a type heker | or even a uni�ation algorithm! But itrepresented the bottom three levels of the universe hierarhy separately. Sinethe goal of universe polymorphism is to instantiate a single term at di�erentlevels, a more suitable model will represent all levels uniformly. This is thesubjet of the next setion.5 Self-Typing TermsThe previous model laks a uniform way to handle terms at di�erent levels inthe universe hierarhy, but without this uniformity, enoding universe polymor-phism will be umbersome. In this setion, we atten the enoding so thatterms at all levels in the hierarhy are represented by the same GADT.5.1 Language EnodingThe model from before represents values, types and kinds separately and uni-formly enodes kinds and everything above.data Value :: Type 0  ?0 whereApply :: Value (Arrow a b) ! Value a ! Value bCon :: Label name ! Type t k ! Value tdata Type :: Type 0  Kind 0  ?0 whereArrow :: Type a (Star n)! Type b (Star n)! Type (Arrow a b) (Star n)TApply :: Type a (KArrow k l)! Type b k ! Type (TApply a b) lTCon :: Label name ! Kind k l ! Type (TCon name k) kdata Kind ::Kind 0  Kind 0  ?0 whereStar :: Nat 0 n ! Kind (Star n) (Star (S n))KArrow ::Kind a (Star n)! Kind b (Star n)! Kind (KArrow a b) (Star n)The essential ideas are appliations, onstrutors, arrows and stars. Arrows fortypes and kinds embody the same idea and an be uni�ed into a single arrowterm. Similarly, appliations for values and types an be uni�ed into a singleterm. Sine type onstrutors lassify value onstrutors, they atually playdi�erent roles and are kept separate. 14



Value, Type and Kind are merged into Term, whih represents the entireobjet language. To enode the type of eah objet term in its meta-onstrutor,we want a kind similar to Term that enodes the same objet terms. These meta-types ould them be used as indexes to the Term onstrutors. This motivatesa uriously ill-formed 
mega GADT:data Term :: Nat  Term n t  ?0 whereStar ::Nat 0 n ! Term (S (S n)) (Star (S n))Arrow :: Term (S n) (Star n) ! Term (S n) (Star n)! Term (S n) (Star n)Apply :: Term n (Arrow a b) ! Term n a ! Term n bVCon :: Label name ! :::TCon :: Label name ! :::Notie the underlined kind, Term n t : it doesn't exist! Coneptually, we wantto reursively de�ne the type Term n t using a kind with the same struture| a possible appliation of universe polymorphism, but not something 
megaurrently supports!To solve this problem, we introdue a new kind Preterm 0, similar to Term , tobe used as the t index. Preterms onsist of stars, arrows, and type onstrutors.Sine these meta-types only represent objet terms that will type other objetterms, we omit value onstrutors and appliations: value onstrutors don'tlassify anything and, in the restrited semi-polymorphi term language, termslassi�ed by appliations aren't representable.kind Preterm 0= PStar Natj PArrow Preterm 0 Preterm 0j PTCon Tag Preterm 0The reetion of Preterm 0 inludes a Nat type index to enode the level of eahpreterm. This information will be useful later to ompute types for terms andpreterms.data Preterm :: Nat  Preterm 0  ?0 wherePStar ::Nat 0 n ! Preterm (S (S n)) (PStar n)PArrow :: Preterm (S n) a ! Preterm (S n) b! Preterm (S n) (PArrow a b)PTCon :: Label name ! Preterm (S (S n)) t! Preterm (S n) (PTCon name t)Now the objet language an be enoded using Preterm 0 indexes:data Term :: Nat  Preterm 0  ?0 whereStar ::Nat 0 n ! Term (S (S n)) (PStar (S n))Arrow :: Term (S n) (PStar n) ! Term (S n) (PStar n)! Term (S n) (PStar n)15



Apply :: Term n (PArrow a b) ! Term n a ! Term n bTCon :: Label name ! Preterm (S (S n)) t ! Term (S n) tVCon :: Label name ! Preterm (S n) t ! Term n tThis enoding subsumes the one ahieved by Value, Type and Kind . The onlysurprise is that TCon and VCon aepts preterms instead of terms to speifytheir objet types. This is beause the output meta-type of eah onstrutordepends on the value of the input objet type | a dependent typing prob-lem. 
mega's standard solution to suh problems is singleton types and witnessobjets, so the singleton type Preterm n t is used to speify the objet type.Notie that Term enjoys some desirable properties: stars only live at levelstwo and above, above values and types; arrows are onstruted from pairs ofthings at the level of types or above | an arrow between two values doesn'tmake sense; type onstrutors live with types and above, not with values; andif a term T lassi�es term t , then T lives exatly one level higher than t . Allof these properties are heked by the onstraints in the GADT onstrutors.As before, the onstraints in Term orrespond to typing rules for the objetlanguage. Star , Arrow and Apply eah impliate a rule similar (or equivalent)to rules seen in the last setion. Respetively:i 2 N` ?i : ?i+1� ` a : ?i � ` b : ?i i 2 N� ` a! b : ?i� ` f : A! B � ` x : A� ` f x : B5.2 Example TermsThe objet-level algebrai data types exempli�ed in the last setion are de�nedsimilarly in this new objet language. The major di�erene is that onstrutorstake preterms to speify their objet types. To eliminate redundany, we intro-due a simple funtion, tConPair , that makes both a term and preterm versionof a type onstrutor.tConPair l p = (TCon l p;PTCon l p)(nat ;nat 0) = tConPair `Nat (PStar #0)zero = VCon `Zero nat 0su = VCon `Su (nat 0 `PArrow ` nat 0)(bool ; bool 0) = tConPair `Bool (PStar #0)true = VCon `True bool 0false = VCon `False bool 0list = TCon `List (PStar #0 `PArrow ` PStar #0)16



5.3 Type AssignmentComputing objet types for terms poses two problems: the output type oftypeOf requires a type-level typing funtion on preterms, and omputing typesfor onstrutors requires a onversion from preterms to terms.typeOf :: Term n t ! Term (S n) ftypeOfPre t g:::typeOf (TCon t) = fromPre ttypeOf (VCon t) = fromPre t:::The �rst problem is easily solved. As before, stars are typed with higherstars, arrows' types are determined by their range, and preterm type onstru-tors ontain their type, whih is always a star.typeOfPre :: Preterm 0  Preterm 0ftypeOfPre (PStar n)g = PStar (S n)ftypeOfPre (PArrow a b)g = ftypeOfPre bgftypeOfPre (PTCon name (PStar n))g = PStar nGiven the design of terms and preterms, the seond problem is also easily solvedwith a simple embedding of preterms into terms.fromPre :: Preterm n t ! Term n ftypeOfPre t gfromPre (PStar n) = Star nfromPre (PArrow a b) = Arrow (fromPre a) (fromPre b)fromPre (PTCon name (PStar n)) = TCon name (PStar n)With de�nitions for typeOfPre and fromPre in hand, de�ning typeOf is straight-forward:typeOf :: Term n t ! Term (S n) ftypeOfPre t gtypeOf (Star n) = Star (S n)typeOf (Arrow a b) = typeOf btypeOf (Apply f a) = ase typeOf f of Arrow a b ! btypeOf (TCon t) = fromPre ttypeOf (VCon t) = fromPre tWe ompute objet types like before with similar results:prompt> zero(VCon `Zero (PTCon `Nat (PStar #0))): Term #0 (PTCon `Nat (PStar #0))prompt> typeOf zero(TCon `Nat (PStar #0)) : Term #1 (PStar #0)prompt> nat(TCon `Nat (PStar #0)) : Term #1 (PStar #0)17



prompt> typeOf (typeOf zero)(Star #0) : Term #2 (PStar #1)prompt> typeOf (typeOf (typeOf zero))(Star #1) : Term #3 (PStar #2)This setion used a single 
mega GADT to uniformly enode an objetlanguage with strati�ed typing and an in�nite universe hierarhy. With thisaomplished, we pursue an enoding for the level-varying star term, ?n.6 Level Terms and the Star ConstrutorTo model universal datatypes, we want to represent the level-varying star term?n in the objet language. The language already has star onstants like ?0 and?1, so we would like to fator-out the ommonalities: the star onstrutor ?,and level indexes.Level indexes and the star onstrutor form a small, ohesive language forbuilding all of the star terms, onstant and varying. Level indexes an beexpressed with this simple grammar:<level> ::= l <num> | n | m | ...<num> ::= 0 | 1 | ...Eah li term represents a onstant level index, and n, m, et. represent levelvariables.Now, the star terms are easily reovered by applying the star onstrutor toa level. Notie that the level indexes are o� by two from the levels of universes:applying ? to l0 gives ?0 | a term at the seond level built from the zerothlevel index. This is done simply to agree with the ounting of the existing staronstants.Though the star terms must live in the objet language, nothing requiresthat the star onstrutor and level indexes do. Thus there is an immediatehoie between plaing this small language at the objet level or the meta-level.The meta-level is the natural �rst hoie. The star onstrutor is only usedwith level indexes to reate star terms, and level indexes are only used with thestar onstrutor; they have no business ommingling with the rest of the terms.However, the urrent 
mega interpreter (~v1.2) is ~11,000 lines of Haskell,at least ~6,000-7,000 of whih implement the type heker. Adding a small metalanguage for levels and a star onstrutor would e�et hange in muh of thisode. Implementing universe polymorphism would be muh easier if levels andthe star onstrutor ould �t into the existing term language. Thus we preferthe latter hoie and onsider it �rst.6.1 Option 1: Levels as Objet TermsTo ease implementation osts, our goal in this setion is to explore ways tointegrate level indexes and the star onstrutor into the existing objet language.18



In partiular, we want to reuse the existing arrow to type the star onstrutorand avoid having to implement a seond form of abstration in the 
megainterpreter.The purpose of the star onstrutor is to build star terms from level indexes.For instane, the onstant ?0 should be built as ?(l0 ) | the star onstrutorapplied to the zeroth level index. Likewise, ?1 should be built as ?(l1 ), and thelevel-varying onstant ?n should be ?(n), where n is a level variable.Used this way, the star onstrutor must have an arrow type: ? :: a ! b, forsome a and b. Sine star onstants are typed as ?0 ::?1 ::?2 :: :::, then it must bethe ase that these new onstrutions are typed similarly: ?(l) ::?(l+1), where ldenotes a level index. This requires that ? has the dependent type ? : �l:L: ?l+1.We an translate this into 
mega using singleton types: ? :: L i ! ?(i + 1),introduing singleton types L i and witnesses l i to represent the level indexes.The star onstrutor has a strange type. We don't know what it means or,more importantly, whether it's meaningful at all! It doesn't seem well-founded,sine ? ours in its own type. We have no solution for this problem, but areinterested in fully exploring the possibility of exploiting existing mehanisms forimplementing star terms and levels, so we explore the typings for levels as well.How does the type of the star onstrutor onstrain the possible types forlevel terms? Given the urrent formation rule, the domain and range types inan arrow must have the same level.� ` a : ?i � ` b : ?i i 2 N� ` a! b : ?iOne option is to work within the onstraints of this formation rule and enodelevel terms throughout the universe hierarhy. Alternatively, we an relax theformation rule to allow the domain type to live at or above the level of the rangetype; this lets us plae all levels together at some \suÆiently high" universe.A third option is to introdue a seond formation rule that simply permits levelterms in the domain of an arrow, allowing the most exible plaement of levelterms. We explore all three ideas.Leaving the formation rule unhanged requires that eah level term lives ina di�erent universe in the hierarhy. To see why, onsider ?0 = ?(l 0)::?1. Sinedomain and range types must be in the same universe, and l 0 :: L 0, then L 0and ?1 must be in the same level. Thus, L 0 :: ?2; in general, L i :: ?(i + 2).This reates an asending sequene of level terms | pairs of singleton types andwitnesses | parallel to the existing sequene of star onstants ?0 :: ?1 :: ?2 :: :::.This arrangement is illustrated in Figure 2.Alternatively, we an relax the assumptions in the formation rule to allowthe input type to be in any universe at or higher than that of the output type:� ` a : �j � ` b : �i j > i i; j 2 N� ` a! b : �iNow, eah level term an be plaed at in�nitely many di�erent levels. L 0 anbe typed by ?2, ?3 or higher; in general, we an hoose any of the typings19



: : :?4 }}}}}}}} L2?3 =={{{{{{{{ L1OO l2OO?2 ==|||||||| L0OO l1OO?1 >>}}}}}}}} l0OO?0 >>||||||||Figure 2: Level plaement with original formation ruleL i :: ?(i + 2 + j ), where j is non-negative. With this new exibility, a moreorganized version of the previous arrangement might be to ollet all the levelterms together at some suÆiently high universe so that anywhere a level termis required, it an be \pluked out" from above. However, we still assume thateah level term is typed by a star onstant; if every level term is grouped togetherat the same level in the hierarhy, then no star onstant an be onstruted totype the levels! This arrangement is illustrated in Figure 3.The third approah is to introdue a seond formation rule so that levelterms an be typed by something other than a star onstant. If eah L i istyped by some new term, say L, then the seond formation rule ould be:� ` l : L � ` b : �i i 2 N� ` l ! b : �iWith this rule and the fat that level terms are no longer typed by star onstants,every star onstant ould be onstruted no problem. The new problem is howto type L. Axiomatizing L : L introdues logial paradoxes [3℄. We might adda seond in�nite hierarhy to avoid loops, but it would be mostly superuous.This arrangement, the most promising of the three, is illustrated in Figure 4.All of this reasoning is very informal, guided primarily by intuition. Butwe think it's thought-provoking and worth presenting: where we see dead-ends,others might see exiting possibilities. Regardless of how level terms are typed,the ritial problem is the type of the star onstrutor: its urrent form doesn'tseem logially sound. 20
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l0OO l1OO : : :?1?0OOFigure 3: Level plaement with relaxed formation rule::: ??2 LOO?1OO L0OO L1aaCCCCCCCC : : :?0OO l0OO l1OO : : :Figure 4: Level plaement with overloaded formation rule6.2 Option 2: Levels as Meta TermsTo avoid typing the star onstrutor, we aept the implementational burden ofadding a small meta-language to house the star onstrutor and level indexes.From it, star terms an be onstruted and introdued into the atual objetlanguage.The enoding of the new meta-language is split over two GADT's: levelterms live in one, and the star onstrutor lives in the Term datatype, sine itsoutput is a term. The enoding again exploits meta-level type polymorphismto represent the level variable and any onstraints on it.21



data Level :: Nat  ?0 whereLv :: Nat 0 n ! Level nN :: Level nLv is a simple injetion from Nat 0, and N represents a level variable using atype variable.The enoding of the objet language hanges slightly to inorporate thenew level terms. As intended, star terms are now onstruted from level termsinstead of meta-numbers:Star :: Level n ! Term (S (S n)) (PStar (S n))This entails adding a new typing rule for level-varying star terms:` ?n : ?m; fm = n+ 1gHere, fm = n+ 1g is meant to express a onstraint between the level variablesn and m. Like in heking type polymorphism, onstraints an be used to hek(and infer) level variables. The rest of the hanges to the enoding of the objetlanguage are straightforward and uninteresting, so they are omitted here.As examples of universal terms, onsider universal natural numbers and auniversal list onstrutor:(unat ; unat 0) = tConPair `UNat (PStar N )uzero = VCon `UZero unat 0usu = VCon `USu (unat 0 `PArrow ` unat 0)ulist = TCon `List (PStar N `PArrow ` PStar N )unat and ulist are like nat and list , exept they are onstruted from level-varying star terms PStar N and an be instantiated in any universe. For in-stane, applying the normal list type onstrutor to the universal number typeinstantiates unat as a type:Apply list unat :: Term #1 (PStar #0)In general, ombining universal terms with grounded terms instantiates theuniversal terms and produes grounded terms. Combining universal terms withother universal terms reates omposite universal terms (whih will ground onlywhen eventually ombined with grounded terms). For example, Apply ulist unatis universal, but Apply list (Apply ulist unat) is grounded.nat :: Term #1 (PStar #0)unat :: Term #1 (PArrow (PStar #0) (PStar #0))list :: 8a : Nat : Term #(1 + a) (PStar a)ulist :: 8a : Nat : Term #(1 + a) (PArrow (PStar a) (PStar a))Apply list nat :: Term #1 (PStar #0)22



Apply ulist nat :: Term #1 (PStar #0)Apply ulist unat :: 8a :Nat : Term #(1 + a) (PStar a)Apply list (Apply ulist unat) :: Term #1 (PStar #0)This is a beginning for universe polymorphism!7 Related WorkIn [8℄, Luo presented an \Extended Calulus of Construtions" (ECC), extend-ing Coquand and Huet's Calulus of Construtions (CC) with strong sums, anin�nite type hierarhy | similar to the one in 
mega | and umulativity.Cumulativity freely promotes terms up the hierarhy: a term an be typed byanything typing its type, or its type's type, et. This feature an be used toahieve similar e�ets to universe polymorphism, but violates the phase distin-tion: values permeate upward throughout the entire hierarhy, promoting everyrun-time entity to a ompile-time entity.Harper and Pollak [6℄ study Coquand's \Generalized Calulus of Constru-tions" [3℄ (CC!), also extending CC with an in�nite type hierarhy (but omittingstrong sums). They use a similar notion of umulativity as Luo, but add the ideaof using binding-site polymorphism, like let-polymorphism in ML and Haskell,to ahieve universe polymorphism. The umulativity rule in CC! is similar tothe one in ECC, promoting run-time information in the same way.Restriting these systems to respet the phase distintion and applying themto 
mega would provide a nie theoretial underpinning for universe polymor-phism. An initial hallenge in doing so would be formalizing 
mega's existingtype system.8 ConlusionThe motivation for this paper was to build models to explore universe poly-morphism for 
mega. In partiular, it followed the methodology illustrated in[13℄, utilizing 
mega GADT's with extensible kinds, singleton types and typefuntions to partially type-hek an objet language with features neessary foruniverse polymorphism: self-typing terms, a level-varying star term ?n, and anin�nite universe hierarhy.This paper explored some onsequenes of inorporating the star onstrutorand level terms into an 
mega-like language with self-typing terms. It outlineddiÆulties enountered when trying to add the terms diretly into the language,opening many questions, and it illustrated the potential ease with whih theyan be enapsulated within a small meta-language for onstruting star terms. Italso illustrated a way to enode an 
mega-like language with self-typing termsand universal datatypes as an objet language within 
mega using GADT's,ontributing to Sheard's tehnique presented in [13℄.23
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